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That the study of Scripture is essential for the church’s current discussion of human sexuality is an understatement, but it bears repeating. Lutheran Christians, like others, look to the Scriptures for guidance in matters facing the church and the larger world. Moreover, the fact that there are passages within the Scriptures that deal with same-gender sexual relationships makes it necessary.

Unfortunately attention gets focused on those passages as though they alone can bear the weight of the discussion concerning “what the Bible says about homosexuality” and issues related to it. Actually the entire biblical witness has to be borne in mind, for no one passage or cluster of passages should be studied in isolation. Nevertheless, there are certain biblical passages that inevitably, and necessarily, come up in a discussion of homosexuality in the church.

The purpose of this essay is to survey the passages in considerable depth but also to communicate to a broad audience in the church. The writers seek to explore the texts at a sufficient level of exposition, but also go on to discuss how they are interpreted by contemporary scholars insofar as that is possible, given the limitations of space allowed. A basic question posed to the writers, when they were asked to take on this task, was: How is it that biblical scholars, studying the same texts and using comparable methods of interpretation, come to different conclusions?

The discussion begins with Old Testament narrative passages (Genesis 19:1–11 and Joshua 19:16–30), goes on to Old Testament legal passages (Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13), and then to the three New Testament passages (Romans 1:26–27; 1 Corinthians 6:9–11; and 1 Timothy 1:9–10) that come under discussion. Since various versions of the English Bible will be referred to below, we have provided a key to their abbreviations in an endnote.¹

**Genesis 19:1–11 and Judges 19:16–30**

The stories of Sodom (Genesis 19:1–11) and Gibeah (Judges 19:16–30) are quite similar. Nevertheless, it is important to review them separately. In the first of them, two angels (Genesis 19:1; but called men at 19:5, 10) come to the house of Lot at Sodom. Lot invites them to stay for the night. But “men of the city” surround the house and demand that Lot bring the visitors out that they may “know” (yada’ in Hebrew) them (19:5)—an expression used elsewhere in the Bible, as here, for sexual intercourse (Genesis 4:1, 17, 25; 1 Samuel 1:19). Lot begs that they not be so wicked and offers his two virgin daughters instead, saying that they may do to them as they please (19:8). He protects the visitors, saying that “they have come under the shelter of my roof” (19:8). The “men of the city” refuse the offer and try to break down the door. But “men of the city” refuse the offer and try to break down the door. The men (or angels) inside the house grab Lot, bring him in, and strike the men blind who are trying to break the door down. In the sequel to the story, Sodom, plus Gomorrah, is destroyed by “sulfur and fire from the Lord out of heaven” (19:24).

In the second story (Judges 19:16–30) an elderly man invites a traveler into his home at Gibeah to spend the night. But “men of the city” surround the house and demand that the traveler be brought out that they may “know” (yada’) him (19:22). The elderly man begs that they not do this and offers his virgin daughter and the traveler’s concubine to do with them as they wish. At first the “men of the city” refuse, but the traveler gives them his concubine, and “they wantonly raped her, and abused her all through the night” (19:25). In the early morning the woman fell at the door of the elderly
man’s house. Her master (the traveler) rose and commanded her to get up, “but there was no answer” (19:28), indicating that she had died (which the Greek Septuagint and Latin Vulgate versions say explicitly). The story ends with the traveler taking the body home, cutting it into twelve pieces, and sending the body parts “throughout all the territory of Israel” (19:29).

The fact that the two stories are so similar at the core, in spite of some differences in their ending, has led some interpreters to suggest that they could be two versions of the same story. Others have concluded that one of the stories might be dependent on the other. Those who hold this latter view differ on which was the earlier. Some suggest that the story of Gibeah has an earlier origin, while others think that the story of Sodom was earlier and has influenced the telling of the story of Gibeah.

How do these stories relate to the topic of homosexuality? Although the “sin of Sodom” is commonly thought to be homosexual activity, that is not the way the biblical writers interpreted it. Walter Brueggemann has written the following:

Of late, special attention has been given to the nature of the sin of the men of Sodom. Aside from the popular name of “sodomy” from Sodom, the text does not give much help in determining the offense….

It is likely that interpretation can go in a more general or a more specific direction. It is possible that the offense of Sodom is understood with specific reference to sexuality. But if such a reading is accepted, the turbulent mood of the narrative suggests gang-rape rather than a private act of either “sodomy” or any specific homosexual act.

However, the Bible gives considerable evidence that the sin of Sodom was not specifically sexual, but a general disorder of a society organized against God. Thus in Isa. 1:10; 3:9, the reference is to injustice; in Jer. 23:14, to a variety of irresponsible acts which are named; and in Ezek. 16:49 the sin is pride, excessive food, and indifference to the needy.

It is likely that interpreters will disagree about the “sin of Sodom,” but the evidence in any case shows that the Bible did not agree that the sin was homosexuality. The use of the term “outcry” in [Gen.] 18:20–21; 19:13 argues in the direction of a general abuse of justice. (Cf. Isa. 5:7 without any explicit indictment. Cf. also Luke 10:8–12.) It may be that sexual disorder is one aspect of a general disorder. But that issue is presented in a way scarcely pertinent to contemporary discussions of homosexuality.

There are several references to Sodom (and Gomorrah) in the New Testament (Matthew 10:15; 11:23–24; Luke 10:12; 17:28–29; Romans 9:29; 2 Peter 2:6; Jude 7; and Revelation 11:8). What is typical of these passages—with two exceptions—is that they do not usually provide any explanation for the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah. The result is that they do not thereby identify Sodom’s particular sin. One exception is at Luke 17:28–29 where Jesus says that the destruction of Sodom “in the days of Lot” was due to divine judgment upon the people’s indifference to God’s claim upon their lives; they were simply consumed with eating, drinking, commerce, planting, and building. The other exception is Jude 7. The author writes that “Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding cities, which, in the same manner as they, indulged in sexual immorality (ekporneusai) and pursued unnatural lust (apelthousai opiso sarkos hetens), serve as an example by undergoing a punishment by fire” (NRSV). The latter Greek phrase can be translated more literally as “went after flesh other than their own.” That does not refer to same-gender sexual activities, for “the Greek…does not tolerate this” meaning. Rather, the term “strange flesh” refers to the angels at Genesis 19:1 (and mentioned in the previous verse, Jude 6), and so the phrase in its entirety refers to the lust of the men of Sodom after the angelic visitors to the house of Lot, which is branded as a case of sexual immorality. The point that the author of Jude is making here is that Sodom and Gomorrah serve as illustrations of God’s destruction of people who do not believe and are disobedient (along with other examples, such as Israel in the wilderness and the rebellious angels mentioned in verses 5 through 7).
The story of Gibeah has even less bearing on contemporary discussions of homosexuality. While intended sexual violence of males against males is prominent in the story of Sodom (even if not carried out), “it appears only briefly in Judg. 19, but is irrelevant and does not produce any effect, given that the toughs are content to rape the woman (v. 25).”\(^{10}\) The ending of the story (cutting up the woman’s body and sending the parts throughout Israel), in fact, calls attention to the sexual violence of the men of the city against the woman who is raped and killed: “the action is clearly intended to arouse the horror and indignation of all against those who had perpetrated such an outrage.”\(^{11}\)

Whether gay or straight, anyone who reads the stories of Sodom and Gibeah in a thoughtful way finds them repugnant and terrifying. They are stories of violence, not of homosexual attraction or activity. Since that is so, these stories are often set aside as irrelevant in discussions about homosexuality—at least in the case of consensual homosexual activities.\(^{12}\) An exception is in the work of an interpreter who says that there is no essential difference between consenting homosexual intercourse and coerced homosexual intercourse, except that in the first case both participants degrade themselves, while in the second case one of the parties is forced into self-degradation.\(^{13}\) But that point of view overlooks the purpose of gang rape of males by males. Its purpose—particularly in a patriarchal society, but even when it occurs today—is to disgrace and humiliate the victim. It is not a matter of expressing a homosexual attraction (much less an “orientation”). “Rape—homosexual or heterosexual—is the ultimate means of subjugation and domination, the reverse side of which is the fear of being raped.”\(^{14}\)

**Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13**

Male same-gender sexual relations are prohibited in two Old Testament laws.

You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination. (Leviticus 18:22)

If a man lies with a male as with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination; they shall be put to death; their blood is upon them. (Leviticus 20:13)

Because for many Christians over the centuries these two verses have been understood as a straightforward and universally valid prohibition of homosexual activities, they have been studied closely during current discussions about the Bible and homosexuality. They have also been evaluated in widely differing ways.

Both verses are part of a larger document, the book of Leviticus. In turn they are also both part of a smaller portion of Leviticus comprised of chapters 17–26 and designated as the Holiness Code or the Law of Holiness. Although there is no reference in the Bible to a document by that name, the special language and topics contained in these chapters identify them as material that belonged together even prior to the writing of the book of Leviticus itself.

The literary setting of both Leviticus and the Holiness Code is clear: within the context of God’s giving of the Law to Moses on Mount Sinai, God details various prohibitions dealing with the dangers of entering the land of Canaan (1:1; 18:1; 20:1). Much more debated is the historical setting of when the material was written.

The first position regarding the time of writing argues that our material comes from the fifth to fourth centuries B.C. God’s people had been in exile in Babylon, but they have now returned home and need to separate themselves from non-Israelites and draw clear boundaries between themselves and their neighbors.\(^{15}\) Such work was particularly the work of the priests. A shorthand label for this position is that the Holiness Code is post-exilic.

The second position (the exilic) maintains that the Holiness Code was produced during the sixth-century B.C. exile itself, probably during its last years.\(^{16}\)

The third position is that the Holiness Code is pre-exilic; that is, it was written before the exile to Babylon.\(^{17}\)

A final position bridges the first three. The Holiness Code, in this view, contains many older elements, perhaps very old, but the document itself is best understood as having been produced during the end of the pre-exilic period and then edited after the exile. The Code thus evolved over time and is to be viewed as a collection of materials rather than as one document written at one time.\(^{18}\)
Whatever the exact date of writing, the purpose of chapters 17–26 is clear and is summarized in 19:2: “Speak to all the congregation of the people of Israel and say to them: You shall be holy, for I the LORD your God am holy.” Israel’s God is a holy God, and therefore Israel, too, is to be holy. The Holiness Code outlines the parameters of life that make such holiness possible. Therefore, the people are to live in ways different from the people of Canaan and are to follow God’s “statutes and ordinances” (18:1–5); the result is life and well-being. One important dimension of such living is proper sexual behavior (18:6–30; 20:10–24), which becomes one of the ways that the people show that they have been “separated … from the other peoples” to be God’s (20:26).

The laws of the Old Testament, therefore, were not understood by those who lived under them as arbitrary. Rather, “God’s laws manifest a basic concern for the life, health, and good order of the community; put negatively, they are concerned to shelter the community from disease, instability, and death.” More specifically the laws of Leviticus 18 and 20 have as their goal “a stable sexual community.”

Thus the context of the two laws includes sexual behavior other than male same-gender relations. Specifically, the context in each case is that of forbidden sexual relationships: incest (18:6–18; 20:11–12, 14, 17, 19–21), intercourse during a woman’s menstrual period (18:19; 20:18), adultery (18:20; 20:10), and bestiality (18:23; 20:15–16). Each chapter also includes a prohibition against sacrifice of children to Molech (18:21; 20:2–5). Chapter 20 is often seen as a further development of chapter 18, in part because the laws in 18 are formulated in apodictic form; i.e., they are absolute prohibitions and do not specify punishment. The laws in chapter 20, on the other hand, are casuistic, i.e., they are case laws, “if a man does this, he shall be cut off from the people.” The social situation described in chapter 18 also seems to describe the three-generational extended family typical of Israel’s earlier history, whereas the concern in chapter 20 is the immediate family and the broader community.

One further difference and one point of commonality need to be noted before we move to interpretation. In 18:22 punishment is not detailed for both people involved in same-gender sexual activity; it is addressed to the one person, “you,” who commits the act. In 20:13 both people “have committed an abomination; they shall be put to death.” Both partners seem to consent to the act in 20:13, at least part of the time. So who is punished varies between the two laws.

A constant, on the other hand, is that the action is an “abomination” (Hebrew: תֹּ֙הָבָּה). The root meaning of the term is “to hate” or “to abhor.” It has a strongly negative meaning, and in its theological use refers to things that are incompatible with God’s nature and are thereby rejected by God. The gravity of the term can range widely, but in this case its gravity is such that its punishment is death (20:13). The activity that is condemned in this case must be anal intercourse, since the language in the two laws implies penetration or being penetrated. That activity results in a confusion of gender roles, since one male is acting as though he were female and the other is acting as though the partner were female. That kind of “transgression of boundaries” constituted a threat to the purity of the land.

How have people seen these laws as applicable or non-applicable to today’s questions regarding same-gender behavior? Several approaches have been proposed.

(1) The laws deal with cultic prostitution and are therefore not relevant. The presupposition of this view is that various fertility cults in Israel’s world practiced sacred male prostitution as part of the worship of their gods. Because that ancient religious situation no longer exists (male same-gender relations have nothing to do with the worship of such gods nor do many argue that prostitution is positive), the prohibitions related to it are no longer applicable.

Others object. Martti Nissinen doubts the existence of sacred prostitution and points to a growing consensus on that view; in addition to the “scanty evidence” for cultic male same-gender activity, he thinks the evidence does not permit limiting the two laws from Leviticus to the sacred sphere. For those who believe there is some evidence that Canaanite fertility rites did involve female and male prostitutes, it is unclear how same-gender relations could have been understood to promote fertility. Derrick Bailey writes, “It is hardly open to doubt that both the laws in Leviticus relate to ordinary homosexual acts between men, and not to ritual or other acts performed in the
name of religion.”26 In addition, the larger context for the two laws is sexual conduct within family and community.

(2) The laws deal with the crucial issue of procreation in the life of ancient Israel, but that issue is no longer a factor. According to this view, the purpose (or at least the primary purpose) of sexual intercourse in ancient Israel was procreation, thereby carrying out the command to “be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 1:28). Sexual activity between males resulted in the waste of semen (zera‘, translated in various contexts as “seed,” “semen,” and “offspring”) which was considered the “seed” that transmitted life; for a woman to conceive was, literally, “to receive seed” (Numbers 5:28). Several arguments have been put forth to support this view,27 of which only two will be reported here. The first is that the prohibitions in Leviticus 18 and 20 concern males only; nothing is said about sexual relationships between women. Second, at the time that the Levitical laws were given their present form, numerous Canaanite clans lived upon the land that Israel inhabited, and Israel was surrounded by other populations.28 Therefore it is “understandable that Israel was obsessed with increasing its birth rate without endangering harmonious relations within the extended family.”29 If this is in fact their basis, the laws in Leviticus can be considered to have been valid (and understandable) for a particular time and place. They should not, however, be universalized for all times and places, particularly in light of the population explosion in modern times.

Nevertheless, this view (like others listed here) is contested. Its critics have pointed out that “nowhere does the Bible explicitly put forth this type of argument in speaking against any sexual behavior.”30

(3) The laws deal with Israel’s purity concerns and are therefore not relevant. In its setting of boundaries over against surrounding nations, Israel established many laws designed to keep its own people pure or clean. Some scholars conclude that the laws on same-gender relations are not ethical but rather are ceremonial or ritualistic only. So for John Boswell, the two laws do not deal with actions that are “intrinsically evil, like rape or theft,” but with ritually unclean actions.31 Nissinen concludes that the laws serve as a polemic against a non-Israelite cult (but grants that little is known about “cultic homoeo-

cism”) and that, consequently, they serve to maintain Israel’s distinct identity from the other nations.32 Commentators also point to the fact that many of the purity distinctions seem quaint and antiquated. So in 19:19 we read, “You shall not let your animals breed with a different kind; you shall not sow your field with two kinds of seed; nor shall you put on a garment made of two different materials.”

Others question whether the distinction between ethical behavior and ceremonial purity is a valid distinction for the Holiness Code. That distinction may work well in contemporary Western societies, but in Israel the two were not normally set over against each other (Hosea 6:6 being an exception). Moreover, no one today would argue that the laws against incest and bestiality are void simply because they are found in a section that deals with cultic matters or together with materials that are quite specific to the culture within which they were formulated. In addition, the word “abomination” points to the ethical seriousness of same-gender relations.33 Even apart from those considerations, Robin Scroggs maintains in discussing 18:22 that the law in its present form does not show a cultic context and “is a general prohibition of male homosexuality.”34

(4) The laws deal with Israel’s understanding of creation and are therefore relevant. In partial response to the third position and keyed by attention to the kinds of laws evident in 19:19, scholars have sought to probe beneath the laws themselves to discover why it is that a piece of clothing could not be made from two different kinds of material. The answer is that, while Israel’s theological thinkers could conceive of God’s ongoing creative activity, they also thought of creation as fundamentally fixed and ordered. Everything in creation had a place, and the proper location of everything was in that God-designated place. Anything out of place needed to be restored to its original and proper place. The various purity laws of Israel were designed to do just that. By restoring things to their proper place the laws also restored the holiness of the people and of the land.

In this view, the problem with male same-gender relations is that they violate God’s creative intent for human sexuality by “mixing” two things that were not intended to be mixed.35 That male and female were intended to be “mixed” is clear both from the Genesis creation accounts and from human physiology.36
contrast, to lie “with a male as with a woman” is, on the part of one male, to act as though the partner were a woman, and on the part of the other male, to act as though he were a woman. Both actions are considered, implicitly, contrary to human nature as established by God. Because, for Leviticus, this activity so violates the gender boundaries God established at creation it is, as we have seen earlier, an “abomination.” At that point, some argue that such behavior also is idolatrous, not because the persons worship another god, but because they deny the God-created intention for their sexuality.37 Perhaps that is why the two laws in Leviticus are so absolute: there is nothing about status differential between the two males, nothing about age differential, nothing about exploitation or abuse. Any such contact is an abomination.

Nor is the concern solely with creative intent. It is also with living in society, which is the same concern seen in the other laws on sexual behavior in Leviticus 18 and 20. Thus the laws promote “a pattern [of behavior] conducive to the healthy functioning of a people set apart to serve God’s holy purposes.”38 And, as opposed to Western thought, “at stake is the protection of the community and its social structures, a concern which apparently takes precedence, at least in the matters listed here, over the free expression of the individual.”39

As counter to the position based on creative intent, Nissinen emphasizes that the issue is one of gender roles, specifically that the male by engaging in same-gender relations is being reduced to the lower, degraded status of a woman.40 Since that view is based on male dominance over women, and since the relationship of women and men in contemporary Western societies is one of equality, the basis of Leviticus’s understanding of same-gender relationships is removed. Bernadette Brooten takes a similar position.41

(5) Although the laws deal with Israel’s understanding of creation, that understanding need not be normative today. According to this view, the complementarity of male and female that is assumed in the laws of Leviticus, based primarily on human anatomy (but also on the self-understanding of most people), does not do justice to what is known about human sexuality in modern times. The concepts of sexual orientation, heterosexuality, and homosexuality were unknown to the biblical writers. In current understanding, however, it is widely recognized that a person’s genitalia are only one part of one’s sexual make-up; therefore the “anatomical complementarity” that seems so obvious is not the primary clue to any one person’s sexual orientation, even if it is for most persons.42 One’s self-understanding as a sexual being is more a matter of the mind than it is of physiological appearances. Accordingly, to absolutize Israel’s understanding of creation in matters of human sexuality and to refuse to consider newer understandings of human sexuality (such as the concept of sexual orientation) is to deny the God-given powers of reason, observation, and experience.43 As Luke Timothy Johnson has phrased it: “For many persons the acceptance of their homosexuality is an acceptance of creation as it applies to them.”44 Since the refusal to consider newer understandings is not done in other areas of human inquiry and understanding,45 the argument goes, it should not be done here either.

Can this way of thinking be accepted? If so, other issues arise. One is the whole world of the interpretation and application of Scripture. When, where, and how is a “biblical” view of anything normative? When can it be considered time-and-culture bound? How is one to decide? Another issue raised is the question of a Christian anthropology (understanding of the human) for today. What sources shall one use? To what degree does a Christian anthropology depend upon Scripture, and how much does it depend on tradition, scientific observation, and experience?46 These questions go to the heart of debates of various kinds that the church faces.

(6) The laws deal with “abnormal” sexual behavior in the eyes of the ancient Israelites, but that does not settle the matter subsequently. According to this view, every cultural group has its understanding of what is “normal” and what is “abnormal.” What is reflected in the Levitical laws is an attitude concerning a behavior that is considered dangerous to the community.47 The laws represent a “codification of [Israel’s] disdain” for same-gender sexual relationships, but that “in no way represents an unalterable law inherent in human nature.” The condemnation expressed in these laws “derives from fears and taboos” that should not be perpetuated in the present.48

This position is the most sweeping of those discussed. The interpreter who adopts it should ask whether it is sufficient to explain the origins of biblical law (in this
case at least) in taboos rather than in theological reflection on the nature of human life.

Finally, apart from arguments regarding the content of the verses in question, can Christians use passages from Leviticus in developing ethical positions today? Many say “no.” Those who reject the Bible in general as a source of ethical direction would, of course, also reject the Leviticus passages. Others who use the Bible as at most the source of guiding principles would find these laws too specific. But things are seldom that simple. When Christians search the Bible for guiding principles they often highlight “You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” a saying that comes from Leviticus 19:18 (part of the same Holiness Code!) and that is used by Jesus (Matthew 19:19; 22:39; Mark 12:31, 33; Luke 10:27), Paul (Romans 13:9; Galatians 5:14), and James (James 2:8). As Erhard Gerstenberger has written, “Leviticus consists of a peculiar mixture of the most primitive taboo regulations, intricately refined purity regulations, and lofty ethical norms.”

Mark Allan Powell poses the dilemma well: “The problem for interpreters is to discern which passages speak of what Christians should regard as enduring or universal standards and which reflect matters specific to the culture of Israel.” The New Testament church began that process. Thus some purity laws were set aside—most notably those regarding dietary rules and separation of Jews from Gentiles (Acts 10:9–29, e.g.), but others such as the Leviticus laws on incest and adultery have remained in force.

One criterion that the church has used to discern the enduring or universal standards is to see what material is used in the New Testament witness. As we will see, some commentators see that usage in the Romans, 1 Corinthians, and 1 Timothy texts discussed below. As one interpreter has put it, “unlike dietary laws, which are specifically overturned in the New Testament, the proscription of homosexual activity specifically remains in the New Testament.” On the other hand, as we shall also see, other interpreters have concluded that while the New Testament prohibits certain kinds of same-gender sexual behavior, it is silent on others.

**Romans 1:26–27**
Like other biblical texts, Romans 1:26–27 should not be read in isolation from its larger contexts, both literary and historical. We shall discuss both of these contexts, beginning with the literary one.

The passage belongs within a rather lengthy portion of Paul’s Letter to the Romans, extending from Romans 1:18 to 3:20. That section begins with the declaration: “For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and wickedness of those who by their wickedness suppress the truth” (1:18, NRSV). It is important to bear in mind that in 1:18–3:20 Paul does not, strictly speaking, carry on a doctrinal discussion. What he is doing (within the larger purpose of the letter as a whole) is exposing the situation of humanity before God, thereby explaining the basis for the wrath of God against all. When he has done that to his satisfaction, he will make a complete turn-about at 3:21 to declare that “but now” the “righteousness of God” has been revealed in the death and resurrection of Christ, by means of which God justifies all who believe in the gospel.

The two verses under discussion here should be read within the context of 1:18–3:20, and more specifically within 1:18–32. The comments that follow pertain to the latter portion.


2. The idolatry of the Gentile world has provoked the divine wrath, which expresses itself in God’s abandoning that world to its own destructive behavior. The three-fold pairing of the verbs “exchanged” and “gave them over” (NRSV) in 1:23–24, 1:25–26a, and 1:26b–28 should probably be taken as one dynamic, expressed in three different ways, rather than as a sequence of three occasions.

3. The consequences of the idolatry of the Gentiles—and their being abandoned to their own devices—include foolish thinking and destructive behavior (including such things as wickedness, malice, murder, slander, insolence, rebelliousness
against parents, and much more). Here an interpretive question arises. Does that larger context have implications for our understanding of 1:26–27 in particular? The literary context appears to favor the view that indeed even in those verses a destructive behavior is being referred to. But what that might include is a matter to which we should return in light of historical and philological considerations.

4. In order to make the point that the Gentiles stand before God as condemned because of their idolatry and their consequent behaviors, Paul paints not only with a broad brush but also with extremely dark, vivid colors. The behavior of which he speaks in 1:18–32, including 1:26–27, appears to apply to the Gentiles as a whole and as something typical of them. That does not mean that every single Gentile indulges in any one item listed, but it means that Paul is being indiscriminate in describing how the Gentiles tend to be: idolatrous, immoral, and violent.

5. All through 1:22–27 the indicative verbs in Greek are in aorist (simple past) tense. The effect is that Paul carries on his discourse as though he is talking about something that happened at some point in the past (in illo tempore, “in that time” of mythical origins) that explains the present. In effect, he is saying that the way to account for Gentile misbehavior in the present is that “ever since the creation of the world” (1:20) the Gentiles have had the opportunity to worship God, but instead they have been idolatrous; and their misbehavior flows from that.

Once these observations have been made concerning literary matters, a host of interpretive issues arise. Not least of them are historical and philological questions, and the conclusions one draws from the answers to those questions will vary.

One interpretive process might proceed as follows. In order for Paul to paint the Gentile world with a broad brush and with vivid, dark colors, it is convenient and not particularly surprising that he would pick up and use a familiar “topos” in Hellenistic Jewish tradition. A familiar topos in that tradition is that, when a writer wants to make a sweeping, negative statement about Gentiles, he calls them idolaters and sexual deviants.

Common criticisms of the Gentiles are that they have tendencies toward adultery and that they indulge in same-gender sexual activities, for nearly all of the known Hellenistic Jewish texts that speak of and condemn same-gender sexual activities are directed against Gentiles. (Exceptions are texts that refer to prior Old Testament passages. In fact, such activities were often considered a Gentile vice. Moreover, instances in intertestamental and later Jewish literature where idolatry and sexual misbehavior are linked together specifically are cases where pederasty is being condemned. (Pederasty is an on-going relationship between an adult man with a boy, in which the elder assumes the active role, and the latter the passive, in sexual relationships. Interpreters across the spectrum are in virtual agreement that, while pederasty was not the only form of same-gender sexual activity that the Hellenistic Jewish writers criticized, it was the most obvious, most prominent, and most despicable. It has also been maintained by some that the most public and most severely criticized same-gender sexual activities were not between persons of the same age and class; in fact, according to some historians, but not all, same-gender sexual activities between persons of the same age and class are virtually unknown in the sources (exceptions being adult male prostitution). If it is the case that Paul picks up and uses a “topos” at Romans 1:26–27 to build a case, it can be argued that it is not likely that the apostle envisions actual situations in which two persons of the same gender are committed to one another in a permanent, committed, and loving relationship. Furthermore, the fact that his statement is so sweeping indicates that he is not directing his comments to a small minority of the population who could be regarded as “homosexuals” today (a term not current in Paul’s day); rather, he has the whole Gentile world in mind. There is plenty of evidence in the sources to indicate that various forms of same-gender sexual activity were practiced and tolerated widely among Gentiles—from abusive to non-abusive, one can assume. Paul includes all of it in one category.

The person who holds such a view concerning Romans 1:26–27, however, must acknowledge that, when all is said and done, Paul does nevertheless depict same-gender sexual activity known to him or to his tradition in negative terms. Furthermore, he places it at the top of the list of misbehaviors of the
Gentiles. While that must be granted on all sides of the discussion of human sexuality, the responses will differ. From one point of view, the matter is settled: “both idolatry and same-sex intercourse are singled out by Paul as particularly clear and revolting examples of the suppression of the truth about God accessible to pagans in creation and nature.” From another point of view, the question remains open whether there is any direct correlation between what Paul knows, envisions, or imagines as same-gender sexual behavior within this topos and what the Church is facing in our time (permanent, committed, and loving relationships between persons of the same gender). Do we have “apples and apples” or “apples and oranges”?

Other interpretive issues, widely debated among interpreters, include the meanings of certain words and phrases in Romans 1:26–27. Even to provide a literal translation of these verses becomes a problem, since the ways that a person translates the words and phrases in question predetermines to some degree how he or she will interpret them. One literal translation of 1:26b–27a would be: “their females exchanged the natural use (τὸν φυσικὸν χρῆσιν) for that which is contrary to nature (παρὰ φυσιν); likewise also the males, putting aside the natural use (τὸν φυσικὸν χρῆσιν) of the female were consumed with passion in their lusts for one another.” A comparison of this with other current translations (e.g., the RSV, NIV, and NRSV) shows that there are different ways to go.

There are two translation and interpretive problems to mention in particular. First, what is the meaning of the word χρῆσις (the dictionary form [nominative] of the accusative used above, χρῆσιν)? Its most basic meaning is “use, usage,” but it is translated as “relations” (meaning sexual relations) in the RSV and NIV and as “intercourse” in the NRSV. Yet one can wonder about the nuances of the Greek term. The English terms “sexual relations” and “sexual intercourse” imply a reciprocity (or mutuality) that the Greek term does not necessarily imply. Although there were certainly loving sexual relationships among persons in the Greco-Roman world, the literature refers often to sexual activities that were anything but that, and were in fact exploitive and casual. Exhortations in the New Testament to husbands that they should love their wives (Ephesians 5:25; Colossians 3:19; 1 Peter 3:7) cannot be passed over lightly.
Other interpreters have focused not so much on the word “nature” itself, since it has various shades of meaning, but on the phrase translated here as “contrary to nature.” In their view, the translation of ἐκκαίω is flawed. It should not be translated “contrary to nature” but as “beyond nature” or “in excess of what is natural.” According to this view, same-gender sexual activity was considered to be “the most extreme form of heterosexual lust.” For those who maintain this view, their point can be supported by giving attention to the words and phrases that follow. The idolatrous Gentiles know no bounds. Since the beginning of time, their men were and have been “consumed in their passion” for one another. The verb translated here as “consumed” (as in the RSV and NRSV, but as “inflamed” in the NIV) is ἐκκαίω, and the noun used for “passion” (RSV and NRSV, but “lust” in the NIV) is ὀρειχαλκόν. Both appear only here in the New Testament. The verb has the meaning of being utterly consumed by fire and can be used metaphorically not only in connection with sexual passion but also in regard to wrath and rage. It appears dozens of times in Hellenistic Jewish texts, as in Sirach 23:17 (23:16b in English versions): “A fornicator will not cease until fire utterly consumes him.” The noun for “passion” has a pejorative, negative connotation in other Greek sources, as at Sirach 23:6 where gluttony is called “passion of the belly” (κοιλίας ὀρειχαλκοῦ). That which is “unnatural” or “beyond what is natural” is therefore regarded as excessive, uncontrolled passion that transgresses normality.

Here again, however, there is no unanimity among interpreters. There are many passages that speak about same-gender sexual activities, using the term “against (or beyond) nature” (ἐκκαίω). The problem with drawing upon these passages for interpreting Romans 1:26–27 is that they do not brand any one kind of behavior as “against (or beyond) nature.” In any case, it is certainly a matter of debate whether their authors always had insatiable and addictive passions in mind as they wrote.

This passage in Romans is distinctive in many respects, and one that is especially significant is that it is the only biblical passage that speaks of same-gender sexual activity among females. In 1:26b Paul writes that “their females exchanged the natural use (τὴν φυσικὴν χρήσιν) for that which is contrary to (or beyond?) nature (ἐκκαίω).” He places that activity prior to the similar activity of the males, and interpreters have made various suggestions for the reason why. One view is that it allows Paul “to give more emphasis to the male perversion by referring to it in the latter part of the sentence” and allows him to deal with the latter “more fully.” Another is that the female activity he has in mind was more shocking, and so by mentioning it first Paul employed “a rhetorical strategy adapted to his cultural context: lead with one’s strongest suit.” Whatever the reason, it is again the case that Paul makes a sweeping claim about the Gentiles—not to a small percentage of them that would be identified today as homosexual persons. “Their females,” from early on, behaved and have behaved in disgusting ways. Paul does not spell out exactly what he has in mind. Is he speaking of abusive behavior? Or does he mean that their behavior is “contrary to (or beyond) nature” in the sense that the females of the Gentile world “confounded societal categories of gender that classify all females as passive, subordinate recipients of penetration” and became like males, “trying to transcend the passive, subordinate role accorded to them by nature by attempting to take on a dominant, penetrating role”? In fact, is it possible that he is not speaking here of same-gender sexual activity among females at all? After all, he does not say that the females indulged in same-gender activity, but only exchanged what is customary for what is ἐκκαίω. There are interpreters who maintain that here Paul is referring to an inordinate desire of females within marriage, although that is certainly a minority view.

The fact that Paul speaks of female same-gender sexual activity in this passage undercuts the claim that the only form of same-gender activity Paul has in mind is pederasty. For some interpreters, that means that in this passage Paul speaks about same-gender sexual activity, male and female, in a comprehensive way and condemns it. Others would nuance that by repeating what has been said above. Paul picks up a “topos” to build a case against the Gentile world, in which all kinds of sexual activity were practiced and tolerated. According to him, they lived in an idolatrous and therefore “false world” inhabited “equally by women as well as by men.”

One final matter should be touched upon before leaving this text. The closing words of 1:27 speak of “the
due penalty for their error.” According to one popular view, Paul is speaking here of AIDS as a consequence of homosexual behavior. Three things can be said in response. First, if that is the case, one must conclude that these words from Paul could not have been understood by readers until late in the twentieth century when AIDS became a well-known and widespread disease; the verse was meaningless for nearly two thousand years. Second, on the world scene HIV infection has been transmitted more by heterosexual than homosexual activity. And third, it has been spread not only by sexual contact but also by other means as well (infected blood supplies, infected instruments and needles, etc.). As commentaries usually say, “their error” in the phrase most likely refers to idolatry, and the “penalty” to their abandonment to their own destructive behavior.

It is helpful in interpreting this passage to ask the question, “Why does Paul bring up the matters he deals with in Romans 1:26–27? Is he aware of behavioral problems in the Christian congregation(s) at Rome?” The answer has to be that that is not likely to be the case. As indicated earlier, these verses must be understood within the larger context of Romans 1:18–32 and then of 1:18–3:20. Paul is discussing the wrath of God against all humanity, Jew and Gentile alike, prior to speaking of the good news of the righteousness of God in Jesus Christ, by which salvation is made possible for all. The verses discussed here are not about “homosexuality” per se but about same-gender sexual activities that are a symptom of a fallen world. The question before the church is whether the activities he envisions as typical and characteristic of the Gentiles are symmetrical with those forms of same-gender sexual activities that are currently under discussion.

1 Corinthians 6:9–11 and 1 Timothy 1:9–10
One passage in 1 Corinthians figures prominently in discussions of same-gender relationships:

Do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived! Fornicators, idolaters, adulterers, male prostitutes, sodomites, thieves, the greedy, drunkards, revilers, robbers—none of these will inherit the kingdom of God. And this is what some of you used to be. But you were washed,

you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God. (1 Corinthians 6:9–11)

Paul had founded the congregation in Corinth, Greece, having worked there from approximately the winter of A.D. 50/51 until the summer of 52. Altogether his initial missionary labor in the city lasted eighteen months (Acts 18:11).84 Paul tells us that he is in Ephesus when he writes the letter we call 1 Corinthians: “But I will stay in Ephesus until Pentecost” (16:8). Pentecost is in the spring of the year. After he leaves Ephesus he plans to travel through Macedonia (northern Greece) on his way to Corinth, where he may spend the next winter (16:5–7). The question regarding the date of Paul’s writing is more difficult, since the only time reference in the letter is that Paul was writing before Pentecost—but in what year? Paul had left Corinth in 52; he left Ephesus in 55. Giving him time to travel to Ephesus and to hear about problems in Corinth, we have 53 as the earliest probable date for 1 Corinthians. Thus Paul wrote somewhere between 53 and 55.85

From Chloe’s “people” (slaves or employees; 1 Corinthians 1:11) Paul has received oral reports about divisions in the community. The more immediate reason for writing is a letter he has received from Corinth (7:1). But Paul also has received a delegation from the city (16:17). It is probable that the three men in the delegation (Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus) are waiting for Paul’s letter to take back with them to Corinth.86 It is even possible they brought with them the letter referred to in 7:1. With the three men waiting for his reply, Paul dictates 1 Corinthians.

The letter he dictates focuses on two items. First, in the face of various disagreements, the letter is an extended plea for unity. Second, many of the problems relate to behavior, and the Corinthians have raised with Paul a number of questions about how they as Christ-believers should be conducting themselves. The questions deal with real-life issues, including: sexual immorality (someone is having relations with his father’s wife, 5:1–13), lawsuits between followers of Christ (6:1–11), relations with a prostitute (6:12–20), and marital relationships (including instruction to the married, the unmarried, widows, and those considering divorce, 7:1–40). Thus the letter is also an extended admonition on what the Corinthians should and should not do.
The tone of admonition is evident in the first words of 6:9: “Do you not know?” Paul is telling them—once again—what he has told them before. The introductory words likely point to the fact that this material was used catechetically in the early church, i.e., in instruction for converts and for those already baptized. The word “wrongdoers” (NRSV) is misleading. The actual Greek term is ἀδικοὶ, “unjust” or “unrighteous,” which indicates that the misbehavior also affects one’s relationship with God. And so the persons who are “unjust” “will not inherit the kingdom of God” (6:9). The solemnity of that statement is carried into the warning that introduces the list of activities that disqualify one for the kingdom: “Do not be deceived!” The words can also be translated, “Don’t go astray!” They introduce a list of ten disqualifying behaviors. Despite the NRSV translation, Paul in the Greek has placed a negative in front of each term: “neither fornicators nor idolaters nor adulterers ….” This rhetorical device serves to highlight and draw attention to each individual term.

Of the ten items listed in 6:9–10 three are of particular interest for our topic: πορνοὶ, μαλακοὶ, and ἀρσενοκοίται. The meaning of each of these words needs comment.

Πορνὸς (the singular form of πορνοὶ) means “one who practices sexual immorality, fornicator.” While πορνός can be used to refer to a male prostitute, it is a general term that can be applied to a wide range of sexual activities. Later in the same chapter, for example, Paul adamantly opposes a Christian man who would join his body to a prostitute (πορνῆ, 6:15–16); such an action is πορνεῖα (6:13; i.e., immorality, unlawful sexual intercourse), from which the Christian is to flee (6:18). Already in chapter 5 Paul has used the term to label the actions of a man living with his stepmother (πορνεία, 5:1). Since πορνός is listed first, to be followed by idolaters and adulterers, and since therefore it is not immediately connected with terms referring to same-gender sexuality, it does not seem to refer specifically to same-gender sexual expression.

The next two terms (μαλακοὶ and ἀρσενοκοίται) are much more central to discussions regarding same-gender sexual activity. Although some interpreters consider the two words to be unrelated to one another, the usual view is that they are indeed linked (and that is the view expressed here), and therefore each term sheds light on the other. The word μαλακὸς (singular for μαλακοὶ) is the ordinary Greek word for “soft,” and it has that meaning within the New Testament writings (Matthew 11:8; Luke 7:25). The term was also used, however, in a moral sense already by Aristotle to refer to persons who lack moral self control. Beginning with the KJV (1611), the term has also been translated as “effeminate.”

With an eye toward the second of the two words, translators and interpreters in modern times have considered the term to have a sexual connotation. The first edition of the RSV (1946) translated the two terms (μαλακοὶ and ἀρσενοκοίται) together, combining them into one term, “homosexuals.” This was revised later so that the 1971 edition read “sexual perverts.” Several other English versions have also combined the two Greek words to designate one thing: The NEB (1961) translated them together to mean persons “guilty of…homosexual perversion.” The TEV (1966) has “homosexual perverts.” The first edition of the NAB (1970) has “sodomites” (for the second edition of this version, 1986, see below). The REB (1989) has “sexual pervert.”

Most translations, however, use two terms at this place. Following the various versions in chronological order, the translations are as follows (the first noun referring to μαλακοὶ and the second to ἀρσενοκοίται):

- KJV (1611): “nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind.”
- ASV (1901): “nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with men.”
- NASB (1960): “nor homosexuals.”
- NIV (1973): “nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders.”
- NKKV (1982): “nor homosexuals, nor sodomites.”
- NAB (1986): “nor boy prostitutes nor practicing homosexuals.”

As can be seen, the translations differ widely. It should be pointed out that even when the term “homosexuals” is used, there is a vast difference between “homosexuals,” “practicing homosexuals,” and “homosexual offenders.”
The two Greek terms are no doubt related, but just how they relate is debated. In the standard Greek-
English lexicon of the New Testament used today, the term *malakos* is said to pertain here "to being passive in
a same-sex relationship, *effeminate".92 The other term,
*arsenokoites* (the singular of *arsenokoitai*), on the other
hand, is said to refer to "a male who engages in sexual
activity with a person of his own sex, *pederast," referring
to the "one who assumes the dominant role."93 The
entries in the lexicon for these terms illustrate how dif-
ficult it is to pin down the precise meanings of these
two Greek terms. The words "effeminate" and "ped-
erast" (both in bold italics in the lexicon) are consid-
ered “formal equivalents” for the terms in question,
according to the way the lexicon has been composed.94
But there is a big difference between rendering the pas-
sage to say that “the effeminate and pederasts” will not
inherit the kingdom of God and rendering it to say, in
general way, that persons who are passive and domi-
nant in a same-gender sexual relationship will not
inherit the kingdom.

Discerning the meaning of the word *arsenokoites* is partic-
ularly difficult, since it does not exist in any known
sources prior to Paul’s own use. Various interpreters
have sought to get at its most likely linguistic origins
and meaning. In recent scholarship there appears to be
a consensus that the term was coined—either by Paul
or within Hellenistic Judaism before him—from the
words “male” (*arsēn*) and bed (*koitē*) that appear in each
of the two Leviticus verses in the Greek Old Testament
(the Septuagint) that have been discussed above. In
Leviticus 18:22 two words separate the pair, but in
20:13 the two words occur next to each other.95
When Paul wrote 1 Corinthians 6:9, therefore, he
coined a term—or picked up a current term—that has
its background in reflection on those passages in
Leviticus. Thus he appears to presuppose the ongoing
relevance of the Leviticus passages, giving them an
application to what he has observed in his own time.

Interpreters are divided, however, concerning the
range of applicability that the terms used here will
bear. Some conclude that Paul refers to homosexual
activity in a general sense. If that is so, he uses the two
terms to speak, respectively, of the passive and active
partners in male homosexual relations.96 On the other
hand, there are interpreters who have concluded that
the terms have a more specific meaning in light of the
predominant overt same-gender sexual activity in
Greco-Roman culture. According to this view, the
*malakoi* were the prepubescent boys used in pederasty,
and the *aresenokoitai* were those who kept them for their
sexual favors.97 Still others suggest that the former
were prostitutes (“call boys”), and the latter their cus-
tomers.98 Further, it has been suggested that the for-
ermer could be male prostitutes, and the latter could be
men who engage in same-gender sexual relations in
general.99 Finally, it has been said that the terms are
too vague and should not be used for generalizations
beyond Paul’s experience and world.100

This state of affairs makes it all the more difficult
to translate the two terms into modern English. The
translation of the terms as “male prostitutes” and
“sodomites” of the NRSV and “male prostitutes” and
“homosexual offenders” of the NIV illustrate the dif-
ficulty. If the term *malakoi* means “male prostitutes,” it
does not then refer in general to those who take on
the passive role in a same-gender sexual encounter.
Likewise, if the term *arsenokoitai* refers to “homosexual
offenders,” it does not thereby refer to “sodomites”
in general—unless the NIV translators intended to
mean that all males who take on the active role in
same-gender sexual encounters are “offenders.”

There are larger issues at stake concerning what Paul
says in 1 Corinthians 6:9–11. How much can be
inferred from the context, both immediate and more
broadly in Scripture? According to one approach, the
larger context of these three verses helps to explain
why such relationships are not allowed, according to
Paul. They are not allowed because they are not monog-
amous, opposite-gender marriages (7:1–6; this is also
a typical ancient Jewish approach). For Paul any other
genital expression is *porneia* (immorality; 1 Corinthians
6:12–20; 7:2). And why is that so? Paul does not
answer that question at the beginning of chapter 6, but
in 6:16 he quotes Genesis 2:24 that “the two shall be
one flesh.” He thus takes his readers to the Genesis cre-
ation stories and perhaps implies that what he says in 1
Corinthians 6:9–11 is based on his understanding of
God’s will revealed in creation, an argument that is
more clearly seen in Romans 1. Jesus, too, quotes
Genesis 2:24 as well as Genesis 1:27 (Mark 10:6–9).

According to another approach, the context for these
three verses is more limited, and the reference to
Genesis can be seen differently. The context has to do with relationships and behaviors within the Christian community, and that is a sufficient interpretive frame. One person (or perhaps more than one) is taking others to civil courts to settle disputes (6:1–8). Others claim that their presumed freedom from the law allows them to say, “All things are lawful for me” (6:12), and therefore fornication and sexual relationships with prostitutes are permissible (6:13–16). Concerning the latter, Paul insists that Christians are “members” of Christ and are “united” with him. Union with a prostitute entails a union with her (6:16, quoting Genesis 2:24 as support) and, by implication, severance from Christ. Paul’s reference to Genesis 2:24 is seen then as an appeal to a biblical text concerning the consequences of sexual intercourse (an indissoluble union); he does not make use of the Genesis text as a basis for claiming that same-gender sexual activity is contrary to the divine intent for all men and women. (Paul might indeed have thought that way, if asked about it, but he does not make the point here.) In any case, 1 Corinthians 6:9–11, like those before and after it (6:1–8, 12–16), is about relationships and behaviors within the Christian community. It consists of a declaration that the “unjust” or “unrighteousness” (adikoi, 6:9) will not inherit the kingdom of God. The list that follows illustrates those who belong to the adikoi (ten kinds of persons in both the Greek and the NRSV).

Whatever the activity Paul has in mind, he writes, “And this is what some of you used to be” (1 Corinthians 6:11, along with other things listed in 6:9–10). What exactly such previous activities were was the nucleus of the debate over these verses. The more generally one understands the references in 1 Corinthians 6:9–11, the more applicable the passage is to today’s situation. The more narrowly one defines the references to prostitution, pederasty, and/or to the call-boy, the less applicable the passage is.

We encounter similar decisions when we turn to 1 Timothy 1:9–10. 1 Timothy is a deutero-Pauline work, meaning that the document was probably written in the 90s of the first century by someone other than Paul to update him for a new era. In any case, 1 Corinthians 6:9–11, like those before and after it (6:1–8, 12–16), is about relationships and behaviors within the Christian community. It consists of a declaration that the “unjust” or “unrighteousness” (adikoi, 6:9) will not inherit the kingdom of God. The list that follows illustrates those who belong to the adikoi (ten kinds of persons in both the Greek and the NRSV).

Pornos (the singular of pornoi) could refer, as we have seen, to a wide range of sexual behavior. Although it could at times mean “male prostitute,” the more obvious meaning in most places in the New Testament and in the only occurrence of the word in the Septuagint (Sirach 23:17) is that of a sexually immoral person in general—but that will be part of the interpretive crux (see below). We have, in addition, seen that the second term, arsenokoitai (the singular of arsenokoitai) is usually understood to refer to the active partner in a male same-gender relationship, although there is not universal agreement on the kind of relationship involved.

We encounter similar decisions when we turn to 1 Timothy 1:9–10. 1 Timothy is a deutero-Pauline work, meaning that the document was probably written in the 90s of the first century by someone other than Paul to update him for a new era. In any case, 1 Corinthians 6:9–11, like those before and after it (6:1–8, 12–16), is about relationships and behaviors within the Christian community. It consists of a declaration that the “unjust” or “unrighteousness” (adikoi, 6:9) will not inherit the kingdom of God. The list that follows illustrates those who belong to the adikoi (ten kinds of persons in both the Greek and the NRSV).

Pornos (the singular of pornoi) could refer, as we have seen, to a wide range of sexual behavior. Although it could at times mean “male prostitute,” the more obvious meaning in most places in the New Testament and in the only occurrence of the word in the Septuagint (Sirach 23:17) is that of a sexually immoral person in general—but that will be part of the interpretive crux (see below). We have, in addition, seen that the second term, arsenokoitai (the singular of arsenokoitai) is usually understood to refer to the active partner in a male same-gender relationship, although there is not universal agreement on the kind of relationship involved.

The third term is andrapodistai (the singular of andrapodistai), which is translated in the standard Greek lexicon as “one who acquires persons for use by others, slave-dealer,
kidnapper.” The editor indicates that for our passage perhaps the meaning is “procurer.”103 The term occurs only this one time in the New Testament.

There are two basic approaches to understanding how these three words relate to each other and therefore what, if anything, they have to say regarding same-gender relationships. The first approach is to take the three words together. In this approach the arsenokoitês designates the active partner in the homosexual relationship. He hires the pornos, understood as a male prostitute, to satisfy his desires. There is certainly no sense of an equal relationship.

How, then, does the third term fit in? Its basic meanings are slave-dealer or kidnapper. In our world those terms designate two different concepts, but in the first century they were similar in meaning. A person was kidnapped, normally, not for ransom or to avoid a court-ordered custody arrangement, but to be sold into slavery. Moreover, one market for an attractive boy or girl was prostitution. Thus, in this first approach, the kidnapper or slave dealer is the one who provides the pornos, who is used by the arsenokoitês. This view, developed particularly by Scroggs, is summarized in his translation of 1 Timothy 1:10: “male prostitutes, males who lie [with them], and slave-dealers [who procure them].”104 Thus this list in 1 Timothy does not condemn same-gender sexual relationships in general, but only that specific form of pederasty that consisted of enslaving boys or youths for sexual purposes, and the use of these boys by adult males.

The second approach considers the three terms as independent of each other. That will mean that pornos has a more generic meaning. As indicated above, while the term can be used to refer to a male prostitute, it is a general term that can be applied to a wide range of sexual activities.105 Then too the term andrapodistai means simply “kidnappers,” without any connotation of involvement in prostitution. This leaves arsenokoitai as the only term needing further consideration. Here, once again, the conclusions of interpreters differ. For some, the term means “homosexuals” (even though the term would not have been understood in antiquity).106 For others, it does not mean “homosexuals” per se, but refers to persons who are actively engaged in same-gender sexual relationships.107 And for still others, it refers to persons involved in pederasty.108

It is common, if not universal, for interpreters to draw attention to connections not only between 1 Timothy 1:10 and 1 Corinthians 6:9 (on which it is most likely dependent for the word arsenokoitai), but also between 1 Timothy 1:8–11 and Old Testament law. The author of the Pastorals writes at 1:8–9: “Now we know that the law is good, if one uses it legitimately. This means understanding that the law is laid down not for the innocent but for the lawless and disobedient ….” Specifically, as interpreters have pointed out, those denounced in 1:9–10 are persons who break the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:1–16). Correlations can be drawn as follows: lawless and disobedient (Exodus 20:1), godless and sinful (20:2), unholy and profane (20:7), parent killers (20:12), murderers (20:13), fornicators and arsenokoitai (meaning sodomites, perverts, or pederasts, 20:14), slave traders (20:15), and liars, perjurers (20:16).109 Whatever the specific meanings of pornos and arsenokoitai, they are together considered persons who break the commandment against adultery—whether that means that they break the marriage vow or (by extension) are unchaste.

**Final Observations**

The question posed at the beginning was: How is it that biblical scholars, studying the same texts and using comparable methods of interpretation, come to different conclusions in regard to what the Bible teaches concerning homosexuality? In response to this, the following points can be made.

1. As far as we can tell, the biblical writers knew nothing about “homosexuality” as a sexual orientation. The concepts of “homosexuality,” “homosexual,” “heterosexuality,” and “heterosexual” are modern, first articulated in the latter part of the nineteenth century.110 As strange as it may sound, it can be said that the Bible teaches nothing concerning homosexuality.

2. Having said that, however, the Bible does have things to say about sexual relationships between men and women and between persons of the same gender. In regard to the latter, the “fault line” between interpreters is a narrow one, but it is very real. On the one hand, there are interpreters who—on reading the texts
with care—conclude that, even if the passages in Genesis 19:1–11 and Judges 19:16–30 are set aside (or at least placed on the periphery), the remaining passages speak clearly of same-gender sexual relationships as inherently prohibited. One need not narrow the matter down to any particular kind or kinds of same-gender sexual relationships. The relationships are themselves “against nature” and contrary to the will of God expressed in creation from the beginning.

Other interpreters—on reading the texts with care also—conclude, however, that the same passages pose challenges. Those in Leviticus seem to be the clearest at the purely descriptive level, but as the discussion above has shown, some interpreters question their relevance beyond their time and place. There is a broad consensus among interpreters that the term *arsenokoitai* (1 Corinthians 6:9; 1 Timothy 1:10), used by Paul and by the author of the Pastorals, is based on the two texts in Leviticus, but that would not necessarily mean that the Leviticus passages are picked up as normative for Christians in the New Testament. It is possible that whoever coined the term (Paul or a predecessor) used it in a general way to refer to a specific type of same-gender activity that was highly visible and repugnant in his own time. In the final analysis, “the etymology of a word is its history, not its meaning.”

3. The difference between interpreters should not be understood as a conflict between those who seek to be “true to Scripture” and those who seek to “twist the Bible” to their own liking. The disagreements are genuine. Nor is one approach intrinsically more “conservative” and the other more “liberal.” It is instructive here to recall that in his translation of the New Testament in 1521 Martin Luther translated *arsenokoitai* (1 Corinthians 6:9; 1 Timothy 1:10) as *Knabenschänder* (“pederasts”), which is often considered today the “liberal” (“innovative” or “revisionist”) rendering of the word, but he translated *malakoi* as *Weichlinge* (which can mean “weaklings,” “soft ones,” even “effeminate ones”), which could be considered the “conservative” (KJV) rendering. This illustrates how labels like “conservative” and “liberal” are both meaningless and inappropriate.

4. The Bible is the primary place to which Christians turn to discern God’s will, but on the basis of the foregoing paragraph, it should be clear that decisions within and for the church concerning “homosexuality” and its attendant issues cannot be arbitrated by biblical scholars alone. Their role must remain modest. They are able to help clarify issues by bringing evidence, arguments, and proposals to the table. But finally their contributions are only one part of a larger discussion among those who seek the mind of Christ in the fellowship of the Holy Spirit.
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